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COMPUTERISED ACCOUNTING 
 

CHAPTER-12 

 

APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTERS IN ACCOUNTING 

 

Computer 
 

Computer is an electronic device capable of performing variety of operations as desired 

by a set of instructions. 

Elements of computer System 

 

I)Hardware:-Hardware of a computer consists of physical components such as key-

board, mouse, monitor, mouse, modem, printer, processor etc. 

II)Software:-Software is a set of programmes which is used to work with hardware is called its 

software.  Eg: windows 10, Tally, oracle, Norton Antivirus etc. 

A coded set of instructions stored in the form of circuits is called Firmware. 

There are six types of software:- 

a)Operating System.  (OS):-Operating system is the software that act as a interactive 

link between the user and the computer hardware. Eg.DOS,Windows,Linux 

b)Utility programmes:-there is a set of computer programme which are designed to 

perform certain supporting operations, such as programme to format 

disk,duplicate a disk. 

Eg: WinZip Archive, Kaspersky Antivirus, Format recovery etc. 

c)Application software:-These are user oriented programmes designed and de-

veloped forperforming certain specified task. 

Eg.Payroll accounting,Tally,Financial accounting, MS Accesse  

d)Language processors:-These software used to translate source programmes in 

to machinelanguages.   Eg: COBOL,  FORTRAN 

e) System software:-A system is a set of programmes which control internal func-

tions such as reading data, transmitting processed data to output devices etc. 

f) Connectivity software:-A connectivity software is a set of programmes which 

create and control a connection between computer and server. 

III)People(liveware):-people interacting with the computers are called Liveware of the computer 

system. 

Users of computer systems are:- 
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1)Programmers:--are the people who write programme for processing 

data 

2)System analysts:-are who designd at a processing system 

3)Operators:-are the people who participate in operating the computer. 

IV). Procedure:-The procedure means a series of operation in a certain order or man-

ner to 

Achieve desired results. Three types of procedures are: 

a) Hardware oriented procedure:-to provide details about components and 

their         

Methods of operations 

b) Software oriented procedure:-To provide set of instructions required to 

using 

Software of computer system. 

                          c)Internal procedure:-to issued smooth flow of data to computers 
 

v)Data:Data is raw, unorganized fact that need to be processed. When data is processed, 

organized and presented in a meaningful it is called information. ie, information is inter-

preted data. Data is an input which create information for decision making 
 

VI)connectivity:-It is a manner in which a particular computer system is connected 

other deviceslike telephone line, satellite link etc. 

Capabilities/Features/Charactreisticsofacomputersystem:- 
 

(1)High speed   

(2)Accuracy is very high 

(3)versatility (it refers to the ability to perform multiple task) 

(4).Large volume of data can be stored 

(5).Reliability 
 

Limitations 

 

1 lack of decision making skills 

2 computers have no IQ / in-

telligence 

3 No Feelings 

Components of computer 
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Inputs: input refers to the feeding o

Input devices: Keyboard, mouse,

scanner, magnetic ink character Recognition(MICR), Optical Character Recognition  (OCR), 

Bar code reader, smart card rea

used to enter motion data into computer)

 

Central Processing Unit 

  CPU is the part of computer  hardware that actually processes data according to the instructions 

received  by it . 

 It mainly three parts 

(a) Arithmetic and Logic Unit: 

tions 

(b) Memory units: memory unit of CPU is to store the data and instructions

(c)  Control unit:- It

ling and co-coordinating

Out Puts:-  Output unit is that part of the  computer w

devices:- Monitor(Visual Display Unit (VDU)), printer, Plotter, speech Sy

Soundcard,Projector 

Relation between information and Decision
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: input refers to the feeding of data to be processed into computer 

: Keyboard, mouse, Joystick, magnetic tape, magnetic disk, light pen, optical 

scanner, magnetic ink character Recognition(MICR), Optical Character Recognition  (OCR), 

Bar code reader, smart card reader, Voice sensors, Web cam, touch Screen

used to enter motion data into computer). 

CPU is the part of computer  hardware that actually processes data according to the instructions 

Arithmetic and Logic Unit: ALU is used to perform all arithmetical  and logic oper

memory unit of CPU is to store the data and instructions

It direct the computer what to do and in which sequences. It contro

coordinating the activities of other units of the computer system.

Output unit is that part of the  computer which provides the result to the

Monitor(Visual Display Unit (VDU)), printer, Plotter, speech Sy

Relation between information and Decision 
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 system. 

magnetic tape, magnetic disk, light pen, optical 

scanner, magnetic ink character Recognition(MICR), Optical Character Recognition  (OCR), 

Voice sensors, Web cam, touch Screen, Track ball(device 

CPU is the part of computer  hardware that actually processes data according to the instructions 

ALU is used to perform all arithmetical  and logic opera-

memory unit of CPU is to store the data and instructions 

direct the computer what to do and in which sequences. It control-

the activities of other units of the computer system. 

hich provides the result to theuser.  Output 

Monitor(Visual Display Unit (VDU)), printer, Plotter, speech Synthesiser, Speaker, FAX, 
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 Information is input and decision is output because information is basis for decision. Every organization 

depends upon its information  system for the purpose  of decision making.The right information, in the 

right form in the right time is essential to make correct decision. Information technology follows  the GIGO 

principle ( Garbage  in – Garbage Out) 

 

Transaction Processing System (TPS) 

 TPS is the first stage of computerized accounting system. The purpose of TPS is to record, process, validate  

and store transactions that occur in various functional areas of a business for subsequent retrieval and 

usages. TPS system has three components.        Input – process- output 

Examples  of TPS are : ATM facility, telephone account, Air seat reservation system, Purchase and 

sale of goods, payment of expenses 

 

Steps of Transaction process system/ Transaction processing Cycle 

a) Data entry  b) Data Validation   c) Processing   d) storage    e) information f) Reporting 

Transaction Proessing Mode 

  The processing of accounting data may take the following forms 

1. Batch processing: In batch processing , transactions are accumulated into batches. Such 

batches are processed periodically. 

2. Real-Time Processing: It means online processing without much time lag and online 

outcome in the form of reports are provided. 

Management Information system (MIS)   Management Information system (MIS)  is a sys-

tem that provides the information  necessary to take decisions and manage an organization effectively. 

Accounting Information System (AIS) 

 Accounting Information system is a collection of resources ( people and equipment) designed to financial 

and other data into information. AIS identifies, collects, processes and communicates economic informa-

tion about an entity to wide variety of users. 

Every  accounting system  is a part of Accounting Information System(AIS) which, in turn apart of  the or-

ganization’s Management Information System 

Relationship  between  Accounting  Information System and  other functional management information  

System 
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Accounting information System is important component of the original MIS in an organization 

Report 

 A report is related information which is summarized to meet a particular need. 

Accounting Report: 

   An accounting report means a collection of accounting information for particular need and purpose. 

Criteria / Features of  of Accounting Report 

1. Relevance    2) Timeliness  3) Accuracy  4) Completeness  5)  Summarization 

 

Reporting system. 

 Reporting system is an integrated set of objects that constitute the report 

Accounting  Based MIS reports 

 

 Accounting Report: An accounting report means a collection of accounting information for a partic-

ular need and purpose. 

 

                                                          ACCOUNTING REPORT 

 

 

 PROGRAMMED REPORTS                                                                                  CASUAL REPORTS 

 

 

SCHEDULED REPORT                               ON DEMAND REPORT 
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1. Programmed Reports 

    Programmed reports are thereports which contain information useful for decision making sit-

uations that are users have anticipated to occur. Programmed reports can be classified into 

scheduled reports and demand report 

 

(a) Scheduled report 

    Scheduled reports are the reports which are produced according to a given time frame 

say daily, weekly, monthly or yearly.    Eg. P & L a/c, Balance Sheet, Ledger 

(b) On demand report:- On demand  reports are thee reports which are generated only on the 

triggering of some event. 

Eg. Customers’ statement of account, Inventory Reorder report, Stock in hand report for se-

lected items 

2. Causal Reports:- 

Causal reports are  the reports, the need for  which is not anticipated. Causal reports are gener-

ated as and when required. 

 

3. Summary Reports: - Summaries all activities of the organization and prepared in the form of 

summary report     eg. P &L a/c,  Balance Sheet 

4. Demand Reports:- These are the reports prepared as per demanded by the management 

Eg.   Stock Validation Report, Bad debt report 

5. Customer/ Supplier reports:- According to the specification of the management it will be pre-

pared.      Eg. Interest on customers account, Top 10 customer report 

6. Exception reports:- Reports generated for some specific conditions or exceptions are called ex-

ceptions are called exception reports 

Eg:- Inventory report to short supplies, Overstock  status etc 

7. Responsibility Reports:- The various reports prepared by responsible authorities are called re-

sponsibility reports  eg: Cash position report submitted by  Finance  Department 

Steps for Designing Accounting Report 

i. Definition of Objectives        ii.   Structure of the report 

iii. Querying with the Databaseiv.  Finalising the report 

Activities related with Human Resource Information System and Management Information System                

( HRIS and MIS) 

• Hiring employees as per requirements 

• Evaluating performance of the workers 

• Enrolling employee in benefit 

• Payment of wages 

 

Activities  Related with Accounting Information System and marketing  Information system 
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• Inquiry     

• Entry of orders 

• Dispatch of goods 

• Billing to customers 

Activities Related to Accounting Information System and Manufacturing Information System   

• Preparation of plans and schedules 

• Issue of material requisition forms 

• Issue of Inventory 

• Issue of orders for procurement of raw materials 

• Handling of vendors invoices 

• Payment to vendors 

•  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 13 

COMPUTERISED ACCOUNTING SYSTEM 

Computerised Accounting System 

   A computerized accounting system is an accounting system that processes the financial transac-

tions and events to produce reports as per user requirements. 

***when a system contains only human resources  it is called manual system. When it uses only 

computer resources it is called computerized system and when it uses both human and manual 

computer resources  it is called computer based system. 

Need for computers in accounting: 

The advent of globalization has resulted in the rise of business operations. Consequently every 

medium and large sized organizations require well established information system in order to 

generate information required  for decision making and achieving the organizational objectives. 

This made information technology to pay vital role in supporting business operations. 

Advantages:-  
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       (1) Speed  (2) Accuracy  (3) Scalability  (4) MIS reports (5) Storage & retrieval 

       (6) Automated document  (7)  Real time user interface   (8)Quality report 

 Disadvantages:- 

(1) Cost training (2) staff opposition  (3) system failure  (4) breach of security  (5) inability to 

check unanticipated errors (6) ill effects on health 

 

Difference Between Manual Accounting and Computerised accounting 

       Manual accountingComputerised Accounting 

1. Whole accounting work                            1. Most of works are done with the  

Are done  manually               help of computer 

2. Alteration and addition are not Easy      2.    Alteration and addition are  Easy 

3. Time Consuming                                         3. Speedy 

4. Periodic availability of results                   4.periodic result are ascertained at any point of time 

is very difficult.               

5. Coding is not necessary                             5. Most of the Accounting  software are using codes           

 

Features of Computerized Accounting System 

• Online input and storage of accounting data 

• Printout of purchase and sales invoices 

• Codification of accounts and transactions 

• Grouping of accounts 

 

Basic requirements of a computerized Accounting System 

    Every computerized Accounting System has two basic requirements 

a. Accounting Framework:- It consists a set of principles , coding and grouping structure of accounting 

b. Operating procedure:- It is a well-defined operating procedure blended suitably with the operating 

environment of the organization 

  Requirements of Data Base oriented application ( use of computer)  

(a) Front end interface  (b) Back end data base  (c) Data processing   (d) Reporting system 

Accounting Software/ Accounting Package 

An accounting software is a set of programme  which is used to do accounting work with hardware 

Type of accounting Packages 

1) Ready to Use  2) Customised   3) Tailored 
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1) Ready to Use:- Ready to use accounting software means standardized accounting software available in 

the markets. It is suitable for small business or limited no. of users. 

Advantages:-  

1) Economical   (2) Easier to learn  (3) It saves time in installation and learning    (4) Training to 

staff is not required     

  Limitations:- 1) Low level of secrecy  2)  Security and safety measures are low   (3) Future modify   

cation impossible   (4)   Limited Users are supported    (5)Does not suit changing requirements 

2).  Customised :-Customized accounting software means the software which meets the special require-

ment of the user. It is suitable for medium and  large business with limited  number of users. 

Merits:- 1) Secrecy of Data     2) High adaptability 3) suitable to medium business units   

               4) Certain specific uses are support   5) Vendor support available, so modifications possible. 

Demerits:-1) High Cost   2) Requires well trained staff 3. It is not suitable for small organizations 

 

3). Tailored:- Tailored accounting software means the software which designed specially to meet the spe-

cific requirement of the users. It is suitable for the organizations with multiusers and geographically scat-

tered locations. It is not easily and readily available in the market. 

 Merits:- 1) High Flexibility  2) High degree of secrecy     3) large Vendor support    4) Suitable to  

largeOrganizations   4 Unlimited use 

Demerits:-  1) very costly   2Ttraining  cost is very high (3) It is not easily available in the market. 

 Comparison between Ready to use, Customised and Tailored Software 

Basis Ready to use Customised Tailored 

 Cost of Installation and 

maintenance 
 Low Relatively high  High 

Secracy and Security  Low  Relatively High  High 

Nature of business Small Medium Large 

Number of users   Limited As per specifications   Unlimited 

  Training  requirement   Low   Medium   High 

 

Factors considering before sourcing an accounting Software 

1. Flexibility   

2. Cost of Installation and maintenance 

3. Size of the organization     

4. Ease of adaptation  

5. Training needs 

6. Expected level of secrecy 

7. Exporting/importing data facility 

8. Vendors reputation and capability 

9. Utilities and tools offered 
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10. Safety and security 

11. Adherence to Accounting Standards 

12. Data handling 

*************************************************************************************** 

CHAPTER 14 

STRUCTURING DATABASE FOR ACCOUNTING 

Data base:- 

A database is a collection of related information stored so that it is available to many users for different 

purpose. Data base is a collection of information that is organized so that it can easily to he accessed, ma-

naged and updated. A database is an integrated and logical collection of data 

Database Management System: 

     Database management System is a software system that manages the creation and the use of database. 

It is a general purpose software system which helps the users in the process of defining, creating,updating, 

reading, maintaining and protecting the database. 

Eg: Oracle, Sybase, MS Access 

 Advantage of DBMS:- 

1. The amount of redundancy (duplicating data) in the stored data can be reduced 

2. Data base provides data integrity 

3. Data base provides data security 

4. Data base provides sharing of data 

Components of DBMS 

1)  File Manager 

2) 2) Database  Manager 

3)    3) Query Processor 

4) 4) Data  dictionary 

5) DML pre-complier 

  6)   DDL compiler 

  Data Processing Cycle  (Steps) 

Data processing involves the activities of collecting, storing, relating, interpreting data so as to get mea-

ningful information for decision making. The cycle involves the following steps 
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(1) Source documents   (2) Input of data   (3) Data Storage  (4) Manipulation of data  (5) output of data 

 

Flowchart 

A flow chart is a pictorial representation of sequences or actions required to solve a problem 

 

 

Process of Designing Data Base for  Accounting 

 

a) Reality :- It refers to some aspect of real world situation for which data base  is to be designed 

b)  E.R. Design :-It is a blue print or graphical representation  of accounting entity through  ER 

Model concepts. 

c) Relational Data Model: Relational  data model is  representational data model through  which 

ER design is transformed into interrelated data tables 

d) Normalization:- This is the process of refining a database to eliminate the data redundancy. It 

is the process of efficiently organizing data in a database. It helps to improve  database design. 

e) Refinement:- This is the outcome of  process of normalization. The final database design  is ar-

rived at after the process of normalization is completed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          Reality 

                     ER Design 

         Relational Data Model 

Normalisation 

                    Refinement 

Need  To       

Refine 

yes 
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Entity Relationship Model (ER Model) 

  It is a popularconceptual  data model mostly used in database oriented application.  The major elements 

of ER model are entities, attributes, identifiers and relationship that are used to express reality for which a 

database is to be designed. 

Element of ER Model 

I. Entity 

 

 Anything in the real word with independent existence is called  an entity . Every entity has a 

unique name  and is graphically  represented by a rectangular box contain entity name 

Eg : STUDENT , EMPLOYEE, SCHOOL, ACCOUNT   

II.  Attributes 

     Attributes are some properties of interest that further describe the entity. Every entity has some 

attributes  eg:  height, weight, and date of birth in the  case of a person and code and name, narration, ac-

count prepared by etc. in case of an account 

 

Example of entity and attributes 

 

                    ENTITY   ATTRIBUTES 

   Employee Empid, Fname,  Midname,  Lname, Sex, age, job., dept,  supervisedby 

   Vouchers Vno,  Vchdate,  credit amt, narration, preby 

 account Acccode, accname, acctype 

customer Customerid,  firstname,  lastname,  dateofbirth,  address, phonenumber 

 

 

       No 

      Final 

EMPLOYEE     STUDENT          ACCOUNT 
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   Type of Attributes:- 

(a) Composite Vs Simple ( Atomic) Attributes:- 

      Composites attributes can be divided into small subparts 

Eg: Name attributes  divided into subparts like first name, Middle name, last name 

 

   Attributes cannot be divided into subpart are called simple or atomic attributes 

Eg.  Height, weight 

(b) Single valued   Vs Multi Valued attributes 

Single valued attribute can be only have one value while the multi valued attributes usually can 

store multiple data in them 

Eg; In the entity student,  Stu_ address Stu_Qualifications are multi value attribute and height and 

weight are single valued. 

  () usedfor showing composite attributes and  { } are used   for showing the multi valued attributed. 

(c ) stored  Vs Derived attributes: 

          Derived attributes are the ones where one attributes is calculated fromanother  stored attribute. 

Eg: In entity student, Stu_ age  would be considered a derived a derived attribute since it could be calcu-

lated using students date of birth with the current date to find their age. 

( d )  Null Value:- Absence of a data item is represented by a special value called null value 

                              Three Situations which requires null value:- 

(i) When a particular attribute does not apply to an entity 

(ii) Value of attribute is unknown, although it exists 

(iii)  Unknown because it does not exist. 

( e)     Complex  attributes: A complex attributes that is both composite  and  multi valued 
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III) Identifier ( Key attributes of an entity type)

   Identifier attribute or key is an attribute that 

as  stuent_ID 

IV)Relationship 

Relationship among two or more entity type represents an interaction among their respective entities.

  Relation set 

Plus One Computerized Accounting Study Notes Chapter 12-15 by Johnson 

III) Identifier ( Key attributes of an entity type) 

Identifier attribute or key is an attribute that uniquely identifies individual instances of an entity type such 

or more entity type represents an interaction among their respective entities.
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dividual instances of an entity type such 

or more entity type represents an interaction among their respective entities. 
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1. One to One Relationship 

2. One To many 

3. Many to Many 

Eg: 

 

 

 Value set of attributes:Set of all values that an attributes can take is called value set of attributes 

Entity:A real world object       <employee> 

Entity Type:-. Collection of entities 

< Employees, Accounts, Vouchers > 

Entity Instance:- 

        Entity Instance means the value of attributes of an entity belonging to entity type. 

empID empName EmpAge empjob empdept supbyname 

  C101 krishnan  28 accountant  sales Raju 

 

Entity set:    collection of  all entity instances 

empID empName EmpAge empjob empdept supbyname 

  C101 krishnan  28 accountant  sales Raju 

 C102 malu 24 clerk sales Abu 

 C103 Aryan 30 cashier  finance Madhavan 

C104 vidhya 34 auditor  finance Madhavan 

***empid, empName, empAge, empjob,empdept, supbyname are attributes 

** Set of Entities having same attributes is entity type and collection of individual entity type is entity set 
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Eg: 

 

Weak Entity Type:-   An entity set that does not have a primary key(identifier) is referred as a weak entity 

set. We can depict weak entity by double rectangles. 

Data model:-   Collection of concepts used to describe the structure of a database 

  Data Base State:- Data in a database at a particular is called database state 

 

Database Design Concepts:-1)Reality   (2) Data   (3) Data base   (4) information  (5) DBMS 

 

Database Schemas : The  description of a database is called its schema. The structure of a database is 

called schema. Ie. The tables, constraints and relations are collectively called schema 

Major categories of data model 

a. Relational data model 2. Hierarchical model           3. Network model 

b.  

RDBMS: RDBMS maintain the various data manipulation operating on the tables in the data base like  

adding records, querying,modifying records, deleting records etc. The system provides all these facilities is 

called a Relational data base management system.(RDBMS). Eg MS ACCESS,  oracle, Sybase 

 

Terminologies in Relational Data Base the tables, constraints and relationsa-

nagement System 

Ralation:  Relation is a mathematical term for a table. A relation represented in a table as rows and col-

umns. Each row in a relation (table) represents arelationship among a set of values. A table is a collection of 

such relationship 
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Attributes:- The columns of a relation are called attributes. It represents properties of an entity. 

Domain:- Domain refers to a set of allowable values which a data element may contain ( text value,         

numeric value, Date value etc.). the possible  values of an attributes are taken from domain(.Column val-

ues) 

Tuple:- The row of a relation is known as tuple.  Tuple consists   of complete set of values used to represent 

an entity 

Degree: The total number of attributes of a relation is called degree 

Cardinality:- The total number  tuples in a relation is called cardinality 

Primary key: The key which identify a table uniquely and cannot be repeated is called primary key 

Eg: reg. no  in    “student” relation 

Steps to set primary key 

a) Select the field to be set as the primary key   (b)  Click the primary button on the ribbon/ 

Toolbox           (c )      A key symbol will appear next to selected field 

Secondary key: secondary keys are those keys that can identify more than one tuple. 

Candidate Key:Keys  that can act as a primary key is called candidate key. They are the  candidate for pri-

mary key. It is used to identify, a tuple uniquely. 

Eg. St no, Admission no etc.in student relation. 

Super key: A combination of primary with any other attribute or group of attribute is called super key. 

Eg.reg no + name in   student relation 

 Foreign key: : when a primary key of one relation is also available as an attribute in another relation ,that 

attribute  is called foreign key of the relation. Foreign key helps to attain data integrity. 
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Structured Query Language (SQL) : Structured Query Language is a language that enables to 

create and operate an relational model of database . SQL is used to update, insert and delete a stored da-

tabase. The original version of SQL was called SEQUEL 

Various data Types in SQL 

    The various Data Types available in  SQL are Number, Character, Integer, Float, Date and Logical.Data  

Definition  Language(DDL) :   DDL describes  the portion of  SQL that allows to create, alter and destroy da-

tabase objectsEg. Create, Drop, Alter 

Data Control Language: DCL is used for controlling data and access to the database 

Eg. Select, Insert, Delete, update 

 Basic Queries in SQL 
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Select:- select command is the prime command which allows data to be retrieved from the data 

base. Select command used for selection and projection 

From : specify the source of data for answering the query 

Where – means to specify the condition  

Type of update operations in RDBMS 

Insert : is used for inserting values into the table 

Delete:- delete a record from the table 

 Update:To modify the contents of a column 

 

SQl aggregate functions: 

Sum()-To find sum of  acolumn 

Max() – To find maximum value of a  column 

Min() –To find minimum values of a column 

***** SQL comparison operators:- Like, BETWEEN… AND 

Constraints of RDBMS 

1. Domain constraints 

2. Key  constraints 

3. Entity integrity constraints 

4. Referential  Integrity constraints 

Basic components of a database 

Bit or binary digit:  it could be either 0 or 1 

   Byte: 8 bit 
Field or data items: A field is the smallest unit of stored data 

Record: A record is a collection of related fields 

File: A file is a collection of record 

 

 

CHAPTER 15 

ACCOUNTING SYSTEM USING DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

 MSACCESS   or ACCESS    MS Access  is one of the  widely used database management system. Access is a 

database management system that allows storing, organizing and retrieving of information. It allows to 
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store and  organize information in sets of tables, which displays in the form of rows and columns. .  

accdbthe file extension to the new office access 2007 file format. 

Path:  Start �All programs�  MS Office� MS Access 

Ribbon:- it contains task specific commands grouped together under command Tabs. 

 Objects/components of Aceess 

• Tables:- Tables are used to store the data in the database .Tables are the foundation of the data-

base 

• Queries:- Query may be defined as a set of instructions to retrieve certain information from the 

database. 

• Forms:- Forms are screens that allow viewing,adding and updating the data stored in the tables 

• Pages: HTML pages performing operations similar to forms. They can also use different data 

sources, eg . MS Excel worksheets.` 

• Reports:- Report allow printing the data based on queries  from the tables in a specific layout. 

• Macros:- Macro is a script for doing some job.Macros are used for repetitive commands 

• Modules:- These are the foundations of any application and allow the designer to create a set of  

programming instructions , called functions or subroutines that can be used throughout  the appli-

cation 

 

Ways of creating Data base in Access 

1) Using sample templates  2) using blank database button 

 

TABLES; A table is a set columnsand rows data in tabes is organized in records( rows) and fields( 

columns). creating a table requires naming each field and assigning it a specific data type. 

 

Ways of creating Tables in MS Access 

   Different ways to create Tables in Access are 

 

1. Using Datasheet view  2) Using Table  templates 3. Using design view 

 

DATA TYPE : A data type  specifies the kind of information which can be stored in a field 

 

Data Type Used for Size 

Text 

Text  or combinations of text 

and numbers( alphanumeric) 

that do not require calculations 

such as phone numbers, part 

numbers, postal codes etc. 

Upto 255 characters 

Memo Lengthy text and numbers such 

as notes or descriptions 

Upto 65535 characters 
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Number Numeric data used for mathe-

matical calculations except  for 

calculations involving  money 

1,2,4,OR   8 bytes 

Date/Time Used for date and time informa-

tion 

 8 bytes 

Currency Used for currency values and to 

prevent rounding during calcu-

lations 

 8 bytes 

Auto Number  Used to insert unique sequen-

tial numbers or random num-

bers automatically when a 

record is created 

 4 bytes 

Yes/no Use Boolean values such as 1 for 

yes and 0 for no value. It is used 

when only one of two values is 

valued to indicate the conditions 

such as yes/no, True/ False, 

on/off 

 1 bit 

 OLE objects Used to attach OLE object such 

as a word documents, Excel 

spread sheets or powerpoint 

presentations, pictures, sounds 

or other binary data created in 

other programs using OLE pro-

tocol ( link) 

Upto 1 gigabyte(limited by disk 

space) 

Hyperlink Fields that will store hyperlinks. 

A hyperlink can be a URL(link) 

2048 characters 

Look up wizards  It walks you through the 

process to create a field that 

displays a drop-down list of ac-

ceptable values from  

 The same size as the primary 

key field 

 

eg 

  Field Name   Data Type 

 NAME  TEXT 

 ADMISSION_ NUMBER  TEXT/ NUMBER 

DATE OF BIRTH DATE 

PAN NUMBER TEXT 

AMOUNT  CURRENCY/ NUMBER 

DESCRIPTIONS/ NOTES ETC MEMO 

MARITAL STATUS YES/NO 

BASIC PAY  NUMBER/ CURRENCY 

 

 QUERY:  Query is a basic tool that access provides for retrieving information from the data. It is 

used to review, add, change or delete  data from the database. It allows taking information from single 

or multiple tables to obtain the data required. 
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Uses of queries: The queries can be used to choose records, choose fields, sort records, access 

multiple tables, perform calculations, provide data sources and update data. 

 

Ways of creating queries  in MS Access 

1. Using query wizard     2. using query design view   3.  SQL View method 

 

Select query: You can select query by selecting the select Query option from the Query menu. 

Running a query: choose RUN  command from the Query menu. 

 

Type of Querries: 

a. Simple Query 

  A simple Query is a select query which does not involve use of any query function to produce a 

summary of data. 

b. Parameter Query 

       A parameter Query is a query that asks you  for one or more pieces of information before dis-

playing the data sheet. Parameter query prompts the user to enter criteria for selecting a set of 

records. 

c. Summary query 

    A summary query is a query used to extract aggregate of data items for a group of records. 

 

FORMS:  In Microsoft access forms are used to enter and edit data in a table in a easy way. It is used 

to view table data. Form can display a complete records at a time. Also it rearranges the fields. It 

enables us to automate tasks and display custom menus.. 

 

Form creationtools in MS Access 

1.  Form Design( manual form)   2. Form wizard ( automated form)  3. Split form    4. Mutiple items form 

 

Uses of Forms :( 1).  Enter data into the database   (2. ) View/ Browse data in database (3) Provide 

alternate presentation of data    (4) Display data form more than one table (5) replicate source document 

Forms Views 

                   Forms can be opens on  

1) Form view :- displays the form and active records 

2) Design view:- where we create or alter the layout. A detailed view of the structure of the 

form contains header, details and footer sections. 

3) Data sheet view;- presents the data from the form in a datasheet. 

 

REPORTS 

    In Microsoft Access report is an effective way to present your data in a printed format. The 

data found in a report comes from underlying tables, queries or SQL statements. The informa-
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tion in a report can be sorted, queried, formatted , calculated or summarized. There are two 

types of formats for presenting information through a report . They are columnar  and tabular 

reports 

Structure of a good Report created in Access 

  The structure of a good report created in access contains seven sections . They are: Report 

header, Page header, group header, details, Group footer, Page footer and Report 

 

Report wizards: Wizards in MS Access means tools that help you for simplifying the  pro-

gramme usage.Report wizard is easy  to use and allows for the design, development, printing 

and print preview of information such as labels, letters, invoices etc. The user  can personalize 

reports by adding a logo or picture , headers, footers  and sorting columns. Report wizards lies 

under the’ create ‘command 

 

Report Layout Tools for modifying the report 

1. Format :Fonts, formatting, controls, grouping and totals auto format etc 

2. Arrange:    Control layout, Control alignment, positon  and tools 

3. Page set up  

 

Snapshot file 

           When report saved as snapshot, the contents of report cannot be modified by the user 

Participation Role: 

 Each enity type that participates in relationship type plays a particular role in a relationship. 

Eg.  Entity TEACHER  and Entity SUDENT are related with a relationship TEACHER  teach STUDENT. .The 

teaches is a participating role in the entity set TEACHER and STUDENT. 

 

******************  ****XXXX       ************************  XXXXX  ***************** 

 

 

OBJECTIVE  / SHORT   QUESTIONS  AND ANSWERS 

****  Answers shown in bold letters 

1. Classify the following  into input devices and output devices 

Video display unit, Optical mouse, laser printer, barcode reader         ( CA  Imp Aug 2014)           

Ans:       Input device� Optical mouse, Bar code Reader 
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Output device� Video display unit, Laser printer 

2. Which of the following is not a physical component of a computer       ( CA  Imp Aug 2014)           

(a) Processor, (b) Mainboard  (c) hard Disk    (d) Software 

3. Find the pair which is not matched                                                               (CA march 2016) 

(a) Operating system – system software     (b)          Keyboard – Mouse 

( c ) Scanner- Output device                    ( d) Microwave transmission – satellite link      

4. List any two ways in which quarries may be created in access            ( CA Mar. 2016) 

Ans:        Wizard, Design view, SQL 

5. Which item is different from others? Why?                               ( AFS Mar.2014) 

(a) Mouse (b) Printer  (c) Scanner  (d) Joy stick                  output device 

6. A series of operations in certain specific order to achieve the desired results in date pro    

cessing is termed as ……………………..    Ans: Procedure ( CA Mar. 2013)                              

7. VDU stands for…………………..     Ans: Visual Display Unit( AFS Mar.2014)                 

8. Processed data becomes…………  Ans: Information(AFS Mar. 2012)           

9. Tally ERP 9 is a/an………………. Software   Ans: Application software( AFS Mar.2013 )        

10. Consider the following fields of MS Access and answer the questions     ( CA mar. 2015) 

 

 

(a) Here ‘voucher’ stands for…… 

(b) ‘ Voucher Name’ is termed as………                                                     

Ans  (a) Entity              (b)  Attribute 

11. A tailored accounting software is usually suitable for a …… business                   ( AFS Mar. 2015) 

(a) Small   (b) Medium    (c)  Large     (d) All of these 

12.  Krishna intends to create a table in Msaccess. Suggest suitable data types for the following fields.        

( CA Mar.2015) 

    Field Name                       Data type 

a) Job id                                      ? 

Voucher Voucher No 

Voucher Name 
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b) Job name                                ? 

c) Job Type   ? 

d) Job department  ? 

e) Job Unit   ? 

f) Job Time   ? 

Ans:  (a) Number/ text    (b) Text     (c) text   (d) Text     (e)Number   ( f ) Date / Time  

13.  Arrange the following  under appropriate heads  in the table given below 

     Forms, Number, date/time, Text box, Combo box,Tables 

Ms Access  Data types  Common Controls 

   

Ans:   MS access� Tables, forms      Data Types� date/time, Number 

     Common control� combo box, text box 

14. The formal blueprint or pictorial representation of accounting reality using the entity relationship 

model concept is called……………….    ( AFS Mar. 2015)                             Ans. ER design 

15. The most suitable  ‘ data type ‘ for storing ‘ name’ in a database is a …..      ( AFS  Mar.2015) 

Ans:   TEXT 

16.  A…………….. does not have key attributes of its own.                           Ans: weak entity 

17. In………….. model, data and relationships are represented by a collection of tables 

Ans:  Relational 

18.  Data transformation is called…………………………………….     Ans: Information 

19. ……………… is a collection of all entity instances of a particular entity type        Ans: Entity set 

20. An object with real existence is called …………………..                      Ans: entity 

21. …………….. is used to store the data in the database                        Ans:   tables 

22. The unique value for identifying the entity instance is called…………………. 

   Ans.:    Identifier/ primary key 

23. …………… query prompts the user to enter criteria for selecting a set of records. 

Ans : Parameter 
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24. ………………………. Query does not involve use of any query function to produce a summary of data 

Ans:        Simple 

25. …………………. View allow the modification of reports in access                          Ans: design view 

26. …………………… displays database objects such as tables, forms, queries and reports 

     Ans. Navigation Pane 

27. ……………… is meant to include page number, data and time of report                Ans: design view 

28.  A weak entity type always has a …………………constraint with respect to its identifying relationship 

Ans:   Multi valued 

29. MICR stands for 

Ans:       Magnetic Ink Character Recognition 

30. Database is implementing using……………………….       Ans: DBMS 

31.  A ready to use accounting  software is usually  suitable to………… type of business 

Ans:      Small 

32. Accounting data is captured originally from………………. 

   (a) accounting software  (b) Source document     (c) Journal      (d) Ledger 

33. A system used to create store and manage database is called……………….. 

DBMS 

34.  A single row in the table is called as………. 

Ans.     Tuple 

35.  A text data field is used to hold ……………………..values 

Ans .        Alphanumeric 

36. ………………..section contains the tile of the report 

  Report header 

37.  Which among the following is not an MS Access component 

(a) Tables   (b) Forms    ( c ) Queries     (d) Data  
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38. The structure of different parts of the overall database design is called …….. 

Ans.  Database design 

39.  Find the odd one out 

(a ) Data sheet view  (b) Pivot Table view   ( c) Design view  (d) Report view 

40.  The data type suitable to the age of a person is………       Ans : Number 

41. The default file extension of MS Access file is……..        Ans: .accdb 

42.  The type of data that a particular can contain is determined by…….. 

Ans : Data type 

43.  The result of Query can be displayed by clicking on…… 

Ans.  Run Button 

44.  The MS Access component to input data in Access Tables is……           Ans: Forms 

45. SQL stands for                              Ans: Structured Query Language 

46. On which tab you can see MS Access object “ Form”         Ans: Create Tab 

47. Ms Access is a  …………………..    Ans : RDBMS 

48. RAM and ROM are part of ………..                         Ans : CPU  

49. Which program helps to start a computer and makes them user interactive 

    Operating software 

50. The process of identifying, selecting and implementing the best possible alternative is 

called……                         Ans: Decision Making 

51.  The information system serve at the operational level is called……..       Ans: TPS 

52. Cheque processing system  in a bank is …………………….. mode of processing 

Ans.     Batch processing 

53.  Ledger is a …………. Report                      Ans.Routine 

54.  Reports which one produced according to a given time frame are called 
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Ans.   Scheduled report 

55. …………………. Is that column of the table with which one can know all other fields 

Ans :  Primary key 

56. ………………. Is a collection of related records                  Ans.  File 

57. ……………….. refers to duplication of data               Ans:  Data Redundancy 

58.  The information technology works on principle of….                   Ans.   GIGO 

59. Reports , the need for which is not anticipated is called ……..    Ans : casual Reports 

60. The contents of reports cannot be modified by the user when saves as…….. 

Ans ;snapshot 

( a) datasheet view  (b) design view  (c) Pivot  table & Pivot chart view  (d) All of these 

61. Which of the following creates  a drop down list of values to choose from 

(a)  OLE Object (b) Hyperlink   (c) Memo  (d) Lookup  Wizard  

62. In a database Table , the category of information is called………………. 

   (a) Tuple     ( b) Field   (c) Record  (d) All of the above 

  63.  The third stage in designing a database is when we analyze our tables more closely and cre 

ate a …………. Between tables 

(a) Relationship   (b) join (c) Query  (d ) None of these 

64. Which of the field has width 8 bytes? 

             (a) Memo (b) Number (c ) Date/ Time   (d) Hyperlink 

    65.  What is the maximum length a text field can be                 Ans:  255 

   66. A………. enables you to view data from a table based on a specific criterion 

( a) Form    (b ) Query    (c ) Macro    ( d )Report  

67. Which of the following is not a type of Microsoft Access Database Object 

  (a) table  (b) Form  (c ) worksheets  (d)  Modules 
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68.  Which of the following  database  object produces  the final result to present 

( a) Form    (b ) Query    (c ) Macro    ( d ) Report  

69.  The size of yes/no field is always               ……………    Ans : 1 bit 

70. Which field type you select when creating a new table if you require to enter Long text in that 

      Fields 

( a) Text  (b) Memo     (c) Currency   (d) Hyperlink 

71.  Which field type can store Photos 

( a) Text  (b) OLE   (c) Currency   (d) Hyperlink 

72.  To sort records in a table 

Ans :   Open  Table, Click on the field on which the sorting is to be done, then click sort button  

on Database Toolbar 

73. Two tables can be linked with relationship so that the data integrity can be enforced. Where 

can you find relationship command 

  (a) File menu  ( b) View menu  ( c) Database menu    ( d)  Tools Menu 

74. Which of the following is not a type of relationship that can be applied in access database 

  (a) One to one   9b) One to many  ( c) Many to many   (d) All of above can be applied 

75.To create relationship between two tables.. 

Ans : drag the primary key of a table into foreign key of another table 

76. In one to many relationships the table in ‘one’ side is called …. And on ‘many’ side is called….. 

( a) Child, parent   (b) Parent,child  (c) Brother, Sister (d)Father, Son 

77. We can remove a relationship defined between two tables by.. 

Ans.    Select the relationship line  and press delete 

78. If  you write criteria values vertically ( one in a row) it will mean  

       (a) OR conditions  (b) AND Conditions  (c) NOT condition   (d) None of these 
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79.Both conditions display on the same row in the design grid when …………. Operator is in use  

( a) OR   (b) IN   (c) AND   (d)  LIKE 

80. A…….. Name must be unique within a database                Ans. Table 

81. The expression builder is an access tool that controls an expression …………… for entering an 

expression 

(a) Table   (b) Box  (c)  Cell  (d) Palette 

82.It is a database object to view , change and analyze data in different ways 

( a) Table(b) queries    (c) form   (d) report 

83.  This data type allows alpla numeric characters and special symbols 

( a) Text  (b) currency   (c) date  (d) Hyperlink 

84. Which of the following database object is created first before any other created. 

              (a) Table  (b)forms  (c) Query (d)report  

85. The operation of checking input data against criteria is known as ?Ans : Data Validation 

86.  What it is called to present information in a particular order based on numeric or alpha nu-

merical value                                        Ans.  Sorting 

87.  The ascending order of data hierarchy is 

 Bit� Byte� Field� Record�File� Database 

88. Which of the following database  object can be used if you need to mail invoice to customers 

( a) form  (b) Query    (c) Report   (d)  Table 

89.  This form displays the field name labels down the left side of the column, with the data for 

each field just to the right of its corresponding label 

Ans:  Columnar 

90. This form displays data in atable layout with field name labels across the top of  the page and 

the corresponding data in rows and columns under each heading            Ans : Tabular 

91. This form displays multiple records, one per row, in the form window 

Ans:      Data sheet 
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92.In access this view is used to create  and modify the structure of a form         Ans: Form design 

93. In relational database  schema each tuple is divided into fields known as      Ans: Domains 

94. Which of the following query type is best suitable to analyze data 

 (a) Cross tab queries   (b) parameter Queries   (c) Action Queries  (d) None of these 

95. Which of the following is not a section in report design window 

(a) Report header section   (b) Page header section  (c) Summary section   9d) Report footer  

section 

96. Which of the following is a database management system 

  (a) MS Word  (b)  oracle  (c) Lotus 1-2-3 9d) none of these 

97. Which of the following is not a data type 

(a)Picture/Graphic (b) Date/time   (c) Text   (d) Number 

98. The complete picture of data stored in database is known as…..          Ans : Schema 

99  .A file containing relatively permanent data  is                        Ans: Master file 

100. What are the columns in a Microsoft Access table called    Ans: field 

101.   what data type should you choose for a Pin code field in a table    Ans: Text 

 

***************************************************************************** 


